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Graphy
Graphs are objects made up of 2 things

vertices

edges

EX
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A counting problem
p.my
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Question E Hannah
mus EE It

Hannah
goes

to a party with 7 people n

How
many fistbumps

are possible if no one

fist bumps another person more than once
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Punchline Using graphs we can encode data

id we can count things
































































Answer If n people then

yy.we.twnps.my

So if there are 8 people at Hannahs party
then 81821 28
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graphs
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Question

is it possible to get from one

configuration way people
are standing on the graphwww.npignn

Punchline Research can look like

Choosing an object

Definingan action on that object

Askingquestions



FRIENDS AND STRANGERS WALKING ON GRAPHS

COLIN DEFANT AND NOAH KRAVITZ

Abstract. Given graphs X and Y with vertex sets V (X) and V (Y ) of the same cardinality, we
define a graph FS(X,Y ) whose vertex set consists of all bijections � : V (X) ! V (Y ), where two
bijections � and �0 are adjacent if they agree everywhere except for two adjacent vertices a, b 2 V (X)
such that �(a) and �(b) are adjacent in Y . This setup, which has a natural interpretation in terms
of friends and strangers walking on graphs, provides a common generalization of Cayley graphs
of symmetric groups generated by transpositions, the famous 15-puzzle, generalizations of the 15-
puzzle as studied by Wilson, and work of Stanley related to flag h-vectors. We derive several
general results about the graphs FS(X,Y ) before focusing our attention on some specific choices of
X. When X is a path graph, we show that the connected components of FS(X,Y ) correspond to
the acyclic orientations of the complement of Y . When X is a cycle, we obtain a full description
of the connected components of FS(X,Y ) in terms of toric acyclic orientations of the complement
of Y . We then derive various necessary and/or su�cient conditions on the graphs X and Y that
guarantee the connectedness of FS(X,Y ). Finally, we raise several promising further questions.

1. Introduction

Let X be a simple graph with n vertices. Imagine that n di↵erent people, any two of whom are
either friends or strangers, are standing so that one person is at each vertex of X. At each point in
time, two friends standing at adjacent vertices of X may swap places by simultaneously crossing
the edge that connects their respective vertices; two strangers may not swap places in this way.
Our goal is to understand which configurations of people can be reached from other configurations
when we allow the people to swap places repeatedly in this manner. The resolution of this problem
certainly depends on the graph X, as well as on the information about which people are friends
with each other; this further information can be encoded in a graph Y whose vertex set is the set
of people and where edges indicate friendship.

To formalize and refine this problem, we define the friends-and-strangers graph FS(X,Y ) whose
vertex set is the set of bijections � : V (X) ! V (Y ). Two bijections �,�

0 : V (X) ! V (Y ) are
adjacent in FS(X,Y ) if and only if we can find an edge {a, b} in X such that:

• {�(a),�(b)} is an edge in Y ;
• �(a) = �

0(b) and �(b) = �
0(a);

• �(c) = �
0(c) for all c 2 V (X) \ {a, b}.

When this is the case, we refer to the operation that transforms � into �
0 as an (X,Y )-friendly

swap across {a, b}. Performing an (X,Y )-friendly swap corresponds to allowing two friends to
swap places in the graph X. Notice that the isomorphism type of FS(X,Y ) depends only on the
isomorphism types of X and Y . Since we will usually be concerned only with the graph-theoretic
structure of FS(X,Y ) (such as the number and sizes of connected components), we will often specify
the graphs X and Y only up to isomorphism.

It is sometimes convenient to assume that V (X) and V (Y ) are both the set [n] := {1, . . . , n}.
In this case, the vertices of FS(X,Y ) are the elements of the symmetric group Sn, which consists
of all permutations of the numbers 1, . . . , n. For i, j 2 [n], let (i j) be the transposition in Sn

that swaps the numbers i and j. If � 2 Sn is such that {i, j} is an edge in X and {�(i),�(j)}
is an edge in Y , then we can perform an (X,Y )-friendly swap across {i, j} to change � into the
permutation � � (i j). If we write the permutation � in one-line notation as � = �(1) · · ·�(n), then
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So you
want to be a

mathematician
What does it mean to be a mathematician

What do you
do

How could I become a mathematician

Can I become a mathematician

How much school do I need

How do I get into grad
school
































































colleged PostBpighi
Directed ReadingPrograms DRP These are forpeople who

want to go to grad
school

Research ExperienceforUndergraduates
formath but feel liketheyhttps www.nsf.govcrssprgm reul need more background

Computersciencetest skills are useful These are great
so take some Cscourses ifyoucan

Takecourses that interestyou because
math hasmany

applications

Imber Yourmental healthcomesfirst
































































Graduate
shoot
5 6 years l 6 years

once youget
tenure

Ifthey'reshorteryou

to
Fundedbyfellowship maydo 2 3orteachingKok sok Teachcourses

Fundedbygrants
or

Thefirst 2 3yearsyou
institution youwork o

Thisiswhenyoutry

f Youre at a research

programsrequire that yourresearchandadvis

youpass 2 3written graduatestudentsto puttogether a
exams on particular researchprogram Participate incomitteestopics and reallyfigureout tohelpthemathdeptAt thispointyouhaveyour whoyouare as a runmastersand can leave if mathematician

youare unhappy or ifyour Givetalksonyourgoalshavechanged research
Goto conferencesand
givetalks onyour

Thelast yearsyoufind research
an advisor aprofessor Ifyouonlywant and much moreto teach youcanwho helpsyou write skipthisstepand
a dissertation abigresearch I t
paper
































































But remember

You are unique and will make your own uniquepath

It's always
ok to decide the path you

are on is
not right for you

and leave
anyprogram you

are in at
any

time even if the change seems

weird to other people

Youdon't need to be in academia to enjoy math
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